


•“Clean Source Ltd. is a

service providers company.
With the help of latest
technology, hygienic health
and protective chemical we
are moving forward to
provide best cleaning service
such as reserve tank, pipe
line, over head tank cleaning
to the people.

.

”

INTRODUCTION



Mission

Vision

We provide fully mechanized and hygienic

cleaning & disinfection for all types of

domestic, commercial and industrial WATER

TANKS.



Benefits of cleaning water tank

Unclean water can carry many
harmful germs. If the water tank
is not cleaned on a regular basis,
it can lead to impurities in the
water which may consist of
many harmful germs. Water can
thus get infected with various
kinds of diseases including
dysentery, cholera, gasto and
several others



Why take service from CleanSource

CleanSource strength as a company is built
on the strength of our employees, focused
on providing the right janitorial needs,
solutions and exceptional customer service.
With a continuous focus on refining service,
checked against standards of quality and
internal benchmarks, we have taken
customer service to the next level. Along
with our committed employees, our deep
understanding of customer needs and on
the spot decision making, we have flexibility
to provide what you need.



How We Work

8 Step Cleaning 
Solution

We understand your
busy schedule and
we are just a phone
call away. Let our
experienced
cleaners do the
cleaning.



How We Work

Remove Gas Submersible pump

The clean source first
removes the harmful gas
by opening the lid of the
tank.

Empty the tank with a
submersible pump by
lifting the remaining
water from the tank



How We Work

Cleaning Chemicals High pressure jet

Cleaning chemicals are
sprayed on each corner of
the tank

The clean source first
removes the harmful gas
by opening the lid of the
tank.



How We Work

Remove Algae mud dirt Deep cleaning

Empty the tank with a
submersible pump by
lifting the remaining water
from the tank

Cleaning chemicals are
sprayed on each corner
of the tank



How We Work

Ultraviolet light End of work

The tank is given complete
deep cleaning so that no
small sand remains

Supervisor end the project
after getting positive review
from customer



Equipment

We use the latest technology

to carry out our service. Drain

pump, Slurry pump, Industrial

High pressure washer, Wet

vacuum cleaner and UV

Germicidal Irradiation Lamp

are employed to deliver the

best standards of cleaning.



Equipment List
1)High Pressure Water jet 

Machine 
(Karchar Machine).

2)  Submersible Pump.
3)  Compressor Machine.
4)  Exhaust Fan.
5)  Ultraviolet Light.
6)  Electrical Board.
7)  Light.
8)  Pipe.
9)  Drum.
10)  Brush.
11)  Belcha.

12) Foam.
13) Helmet.
14) Gam Boot.
15) Hand 
Gloves.
16) Stair.
17) Screw diver.
18) Tester.
19) Pipe 
Ranges.
20) Plus.
21) Klum.
22) Valty.



Our Client

❖Healthcare Pharmaceuticals Ltd. Rajendrapur, Gazipur

❖Renaissance Hospital Ltd. Dhanmondi, Dhaka

❖Lab-Aid Limited, Badda. Badda, Dhaka

❖Liberation War Museum. Agargaon, Dhaka

❖Unity Sweater Ltd. Konabari, Gazipur

❖Ahmed Amin Group. Gulshan, Dhaka

❖Property channel Bd. Banani, Dhaka

❖Mujib Bhaban. Green Road, Dhaka

❖Karnaphuli Rajuk Apartment. Project Rajuk Apartment

❖Coventina Lake Suits. Gulshan, Dhaka



Our Client



Contact Information

Address

Clean Source Limited
10, Moneshwar Road, 
Zigatola 1209 Dhaka, 
Dhaka Division, 
Bangladesh

Quick Knock

+8801401201201

+8801401201201

contact@cleansourcebd.com


